The practical relevance of the process under control was the principle consideration in the development of these control systems, so as to enhance the practical relevance. As in chapter 1, clarity is ensured through the use of simple control systems. The components can be visually identified and assigned to their respective functions.

- Response of simple, real-world control systems
- Operation and parameterisation of industrial controllers
- Interconnection of controllers with bus systems

The units dealt within this chapter focus on the individual components of control loops. The transmission behaviour of each component can be investigated in isolation. This quickly identifies the suitability of components for particular applications.

- Separate investigation of individual control loop components
- Familiarisation with standard pneumatic and electrical signals
- Calibration of control loop components

The units dealt within this chapter focus on the clear design of the control systems.

- Simple control systems with one controlled variable
- Clear layout of control loop components
- Quick learning success
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